Advising Guide for Ph.D. students in Italian Studies entering with an approved M.A. in Italian

1. **Required courses** (3 credit hours each): _____ /9 hours
   - 7301: Teaching Fr and It at the college level
   - 7601: Introduction to Theory
   - 8601: Theory and Practice

2. **Core Courses:** Four three-credit courses selected from: _____ /12 hours
   - FRIT 8602
   - IT8221
   - IT8223
   - IT8224
   - IT8231
   - IT8232
   - IT8233
   - IT8234
   - IT8241
   - IT8242
   - IT8243
   - IT8244
   - IT8245
   - IT8246
   - IT8334
   - IT8335
   - IT8336

3. **Three Courses Outside of the Department** _____ /9 hours
   (to complete the GIS of Graduate Minor) (3 credit hours each):
   - __________________________
   - __________________________
   - __________________________

4. **Exam Prep/Teaching Apprenticeship/Dissertation Workshop** _____ /17-28 hours
   - __________________________ # hours ______
   - __________________________ # hours ______
   - __________________________ # hours ______
   - __________________________ # hours ______

5. **Dissertation writing** _____ /4-6 hours

**TOTAL:** _____ /51 hours

Proficiency in foreign language obtained by: ________________________________

Graduate Interdisciplinary Specialization or Graduate Minor obtained in:

---